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*PLAYING THIS SONG ~ IMPORTANT!*
Soul Glow Activator plays this song using power chords on the A String (I saw it

in a youtube video)
I reccomend you play it this way too, because the tone fits the song better and 
because I am unsure that as to if it is a D chord or a D minor chord,
and the notes used in a D power chord fit either D or D minor, so you elimiate 
this problem, make the song a lot easier, and make the tone better fit the song.

(win-win-win situation?)

I may have confused some of you with this, so just know that it is best to play
it this way:
e|-------------------------------------------------------------------------|
B|-------------------------------------------------------------------------|
G|-5-----------------7----------------10-----------------------------------|
D|-5-----------------7----------------10-----------------------------------|
A|-3-----------------5----------------8------------------------------------|
E|-------------------------------------------------------------------------|
   C chord            D chord         F chord    

This song is from the III EP. Will be on their new album in 2011. I don t know
if the 
album version will be different, if it is I ll update this tab.

If you find something wrong, please just tell me instead of creating a whole new
tab! I 
like to learn from my mistakes.

The whole song is C-D-F. No kidding. But, since some people like to play the
whole song 
with lyrics [me] so I tabbed the whole thing out:

INTRO
C         D
Walk By...
          F       C
So Fly...

C
I bumped carts at the grocery store



D
Spilled that display, things all over the floor
F                              C
But now I m face to face with, you

C
Could it be, my eyes deceive?
D                                       F
There stands an angel, shopping on isle three
                      C
Heaven must be shampoo

C
Girl, you re so beautiful
D               F
Girl, I m so pitiful

Torn up from the floor I m...

I can t ignore ya

C
You break necks when ya walk by (walk by)
D
You got wings cuz you re so fly (so fly)
F
You don t even have to try (no)
     F
Baby you got it, you got it

C
You go bang like a firework (firework)
D
You got flavor like a desert (desert)
F
I bet you d look good in my t-shirts (yeaaa)
     C
Baby you got it, you got it girl

C
Ohhhhh (you got got it)
D
Ohhhhh (you got got it)
F                                      C
Oo baby girl yea you got it, you ve got it

C
I got a crush that s so hardcore
D
You re breaking my heart through the slidin  doors
F
Ohhhh, dolly turn around
C



Let me talk to you
C
Girl, you re so beautiful (beautiful)
D                F
Girl, I m so pitiful (pitiful)

Torn up from the floor I m...

I can t ignore ya

C
You break necks when ya walk by (walk by)
D
You got wings cuz you re so fly (so fly)
F
You don t even have to try (no)
     C
Baby you got it, you got it

C
You go bang like a firework (firework)
D
You got flavor like a desert (desert)
F
I bet you d look good in my t-shirts (yeaaa)
     C
Baby you got it, you got it girl

C
That girl, she got it
D
Twelve on a ten scale, oo she s flawless
F
She got game, yep she brought it
C
Mm mm, yea I want it

C
You break necks when ya walk by (walk by)
D
You got wings cuz you re so fly (so fly)
F
You don t even have to try (no)
     C
Baby you got it, you got it

C
You go bang like a firework (firework)
D
You got flavor like a desert (desert)
F
I bet you d look good in my t-shirts (yeaaa)
     C



Baby you got it, you got it girl


